CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the researcher will give the conclusion and the suggestion. The conclusion was taking from the result of research data analysis in previous chapter. The suggestions were given for the teacher, the students, and the other researcher.

5.1 Conclusion

5.1.1 The Implementation of YouTube Video In Teaching Speaking On The Talk About Idol To The Tenth Grade Students

In the section, the researcher wants to describe the result of data analysis. The researcher takes conclusion of teaching speaking using YouTube Video on the talk about idol to tenth grade students of vocational high school 1 Jabon. In this research, the researcher had done the meeting twice. The researcher presented the research based on field note observation, interview and student’s response on questionnaire.

The implementation of teaching speaking using YouTube Video on the talk about idol could be running well. Situation in the class more comfortable and the students were interactive the class after the teacher gave them warm up to understanding the material. The students more interesting when the teacher gave example by YouTube, they looked enjoy in learning.
5.1.2 Student Response In Using Youtube Video In Teaching Speaking
On The Talk About Idol To Tenth Grade Students

The student’s response by using YouTube Video as media in learning English showed their high interest in using the media. Many students enjoy the learning using YouTube Video. They also feel helpful in speaking English by using youtube video. The media can improve their confidence because they did not afraid to show their ability in front of the class. The result of the data showed the high interest chooses yes answer got 57.6% and the student answer no got 42.4%. It means the student interesting to using YouTube Video as media in learning English especially to describing person.
5.1 Suggestion

Based on the results of the study, the researcher gave some suggestion for the students, the English teacher and the further researcher:

5.1.1 For The Students

The student should practice their English more active and didn’t feel shy to speak up the ability. In the class, the student must be more active in question and answer section. After the teacher gave explanation and the student did not understand about that, the students should make a question for the teacher. It is order to get the understanding more deeply.

5.1.2 For The English Teacher

The English Teacher can use the YouTube as media in learning. The teacher are expected to use new media in process learning English, so the students more interesting in learning.

5.1.3 For The Further Researcher

The researcher expected this research can be used for additional references in other research that will conduct the similar research. For suggestion it is better for other researcher replicate this research with other setting and subject.
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